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The road traversed and the road ahead

Travels with ICN



Some Historical context – I’ve been around a while
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Late 1960’s Satellite downlink data scrubbing

Early 1970’s Banking Teller system + National Lottery (México)

Late 1970’s DECnet + SNA Gateways

Early 1980s Internet Routing Protocols

Late 1980s RPC + Distributed Naming Services (OSF DCE)

Early 1990s Wireless LANs & Distributed File System

1996-2006 VoIP

2004-2010 IPTV

2010-2016 Adaptive Internet Streaming
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Why did I get interested in ICN (2011±)

¨ Potentially disruptive to the Networking 
business

¨ Opportunity to revisit hard problems in 
networking from different set of 
assumptions

¨ “Crazy” to keep per packet state in the 
network …but… memory is a lot 
cheaper than it used to be
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So, what did I learn (giving away the punchline)
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Information-centric Networking

≠
Information-centric Networking
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Different Emphases

Information-centric
¨ Naming forms (hierarchy, 

graph, attribute-based)
¨ Namespace design
¨ Named object integrity and 

confidentiality
¨ Trust schemata & Provenance
¨ Interaction of consumers & 

producers of data

Networking
¨ Routing
¨ Forwarding
¨ Congestion Control
¨ Mobility
¨ Security of network devices
¨ DDoS prevention/mitigation
¨ Privacy against surveillance of 

network traffic
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Name-based Routing is Seductive!

¨ Finally – location-independent routing 
using content names!

¨ Routers have lots more bits in the 
packet format to play with!

¨ But…
¤ hierarchy doesn’t help if names don’t 

follow the network topology
¤ …and can we route on attributes? Or 

graph names?
¤ Routing protocols scale as {State x Rate}
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We’ve tried lots of things for Name-based routing
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¨ Link-State IGPs (e.g. NLSR)
¨ Multi-ring DHTs – (e.g. Liu, Foy, Zhang in ICN 2012)
¨ Bloom Filters – (e.g. Braun, Salamatian, Thomos in CCNC 2018)
¨ On-demand calculation – (e.g. Ascigil, Psaras, Pavlou) in ICN 2018)
¨ …bunch of others
¨ But none of them have achieved:

¤ Internet wide scale
¤ Multi- AS operation

¨ So far, we’ve wound up punting to a Name Translation service
¤ Fall back to DNS (sigh…)
¤ Try a translation service that claims to scale (e.g, GNS of Mobility First)
¤ Use Manifests containing multiple topological names
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Is there a lesson here?

Lesson 1: After 40+ years, no magic bullet to escape 
{State x Rate} scaling for routing

Lesson 2: All is not lost – lots of interesting 
applications don’t need internet scale 
routing, but

Lesson 3: Few (any?) applications can get away with 
single AS administrative scope
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Forwarding
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The early approach to forwarding in CCNx & NDN
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¨ Rich functionality was believed to be needed to demonstrate 
superiority of an L3 approach to ICN, for example:
¤ Prefix matching against cached data allows content discovery to be “built 

in” to the base protocol
¤ Selectors allow consumers to flexibly traverse collections
¤ Exclusions needed to bypass data you really wish hadn’t wound up in the 

caches
¨ But don’t worry (yet) about performance, because…
¨ Doing premature optimizations to get performance risks freezing the 

architecture too soon
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I didn’t believe this

¨ Making things go fast is interesting by 
itself

¨ You can’t find “big O” problems if you 
don’t care about performance

¨ Good to know what the bottlenecks are 
right away if you have very different 
resource tradeoffs (CPU, memory, 
bandwidth, latency) from conventional 
protocols
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So we took a real router and made ICN work
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¨ Ran on Service Card of Cisco 9K Router
¨ We got ~1.3M PPS, and 20 Gbps

¤ …not bad for mostly software in 2013

¨ We learned a whole bunch of interesting 
things (next slides)

¨ A number of the key algorithms were 
adopted in later efforts (e.g. NIST 
forwarder)



Some things we learned about forwarding, Part 1
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¨ Router hardware was (is?) optimized for moving packets across 
busses/crossbars fast, not doing lots of computation or mutating state

¨ Memory bandwidth was the bottleneck, and seems to be the persistent 
bottleneck for this kind of forwarding across generations of hardware

¨ Algorithm selection the single biggest effect (yes, big O again!)
¤ Hashing won over TRIES and other popular FIB approaches
¤ Some fast hashes (e.g. CityHash64) were massively insecure, so chose a secure 

hash (SIPHash), which the had side benefit of being restartable!
¨ Clever engineering also matters

¤ Data structures that allow you to use SIMD instructions
¤ Mix of long names and short names required some cleverness to bound worst case 

while having good average case forwarding lookup performance



Some things we learned about forwarding, Part 2
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¨ Three NDN and CCNx features were performance killers, so we 
gave up trying to implement them:
¤ Prefix matching against CS blew memory access budget by 1-2 orders of 

magnitude
¤ Ditto for Selectors
¤ Exclusions (we didn’t even try)

Lesson 1: Trying to go fast can inform protocol design even in early stages

Lesson 2: Remember that network routers/switches are not servers even if 
they have general purpose CPUs and DRAM to play with



Congestion Control
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Stateful forwarding makes Congestion Control really
different from IP
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¨ Hop-by-hop feedback
¨ Can get feedback at RTT to bottleneck rather 

than RTT end-to-end
¨ Not constrained by limited bits in IP header
¨ Symmetric routing means congestion state is 

also symmetric
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How do we exploit these properties to get better 
congestion control?

¨ We can shape traffic hop-by-hop
¤ By shaping Interests we can control rate of returning Data
¤ Can get much higher link utilization without loss than IP

¨ We can make rate-based schemes work!
¤ Room in the packets for actual rate of bottleneck, cheap to 

compute and propagate back in Data
¤ If congested, can NACK from bottleneck rather than 

dropping, giving shorter feedback RTT and retransmission 
timeliness

¨ We can police Interests when overloaded since we know 
rate of reverse link due to symmetric forwarding

ICN 2022, Osaka Japan
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ABSTRACT
Hop-by-hop interest shaping has been proposed as a viable
congestion control mechanism in Named Data Networking
(NDN). Interest shaping exploits the strict receiver-driven
tra!c pattern and the symmetric bidirectional forwarding
in NDN to control the returning data rate. In this paper, we
point out that both interests and contents contribute to con-
gestion and their interdependence must be considered in any
interest shaping algorithm. We first analyze this issue math-
ematically by formulating it as an optimization problem to
obtain the optimal shaping rate. Then a practical interest
shaping algorithm is proposed to achieve high link utilization
without congestive data loss. We further note that flow dif-
ferentiation in NDN is complicated and design our scheme
independently of tra!c flows. We demonstrate our hop-
by-hop interest shaper in conjunction with simple Additive-
Increase-Multiplicative-Decrease (AIMD) clients using the
ns3-based NDN simulator (ndnSIM). Our results show that
the proposed shaping algorithm can e"ectively control con-
gestion and achieve near-optimal throughput.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Protocols

Keywords
Congestion Control; Information-Centric Networking

1. INTRODUCTION
The communication paradigm of NDN [11] has two promi-

nent features: 1) all tra!c is receiver-driven; 2) content re-
trieved in response to an interest traverses exactly the same
links in reverse order. These two unique characteristics make

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not
made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear
this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components
of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with
credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request
permissions from permissions@acm.org.
ICN’13, August 12, 2013, Hong Kong, China.
Copyright 2013 ACM 978-1-4503-2179-2/13/08 ...$15.00.
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Figure 1: Interdependence between interests and
contents in reverse directions and its impact on hop-
by-hop interest shaping

hop-by-hop interest shaping a better option for NDN con-
gestion control than traditional TCP-like mechanisms. TCP
congestion control reacts to congestion after data packets are
lost. By contrast, interest shaping proactively prevents data
packet loss by regulating the interest rate in the first place.
Dropping interest packets early wastes fewer resources than
dropping data packets late. More significantly, end-to-end
congestion control is severely handicapped in NDN. Exten-
sive content multihoming and caching make it very di!cult
to identify interests belonging to a single “flow” and sharing
the same congestion path. Performing interest shaping in a
hop-by-hop manner can significantly alleviate this problem,
especially if the shaping scheme does not rely on flow identi-
fication. It also enables sophisticated forwarding strategies
such as congestion-aware rerouting to higher-cost (but un-
congested) paths. Hence, incorporating hop-by-hop inter-
est shaping with a backpressure mechanism appears to be a
more viable option for NDN congestion control.

A number of schemes have been proposed along this path
(e.g., [8, 7, 3]) but all these interest shapers consider single or
multiple unidirectional flows. As Figure 1(a) shows, if we as-
sume that interests are sent in just one direction or the band-
width consumption of the interests in the reverse direction is
negligible, then the design of the interest shaping algorithm
is quite straightforward: we simply pace the interests so
that the contents they bring back will saturate the reverse
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ABSTRACT
Information-Centric Networking (ICN) designs have yet to settle
on a definitive approach to congestion control. In TCP/IP, window-
based schemes have been studied extensively and deployed on a
grand scale, while rate-based alternatives like Rate Control Proto-
col (RCP) have been studied but not widely deployed or analyzed
at scale in the wild. In that tradition, ICN congestion control work
has to date concentrated on window-based approaches.

We posit that rate-based congestion control in fact has properties
of interest, and ICN’s well-known differences from IP, including
receiver-driven flow control, stateful forwarding, symmetric paths,
and lack of installed base justifies re-considering rate-based con-
gestion control as a viable candidate for ICN.

This paper presents MIRCC, a rate-based, multipath-aware ICN
congestion control approach inspired by but noticeably differing
from RCP. We first explain our ICN-appropriate mechanisms for
calculating and signaling flow rates. We then present MIRCC’s
algorithm for calculating per-link rates, and show its convergence
advantages over RCP’s algorithm. Finally, we explore several ap-
proaches for making our scheme multipath-aware, finding a novel
solution to achieving fairness and network utilization. To charac-
terize MIRCC’s behavior, we use simulation results throughout.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2 [COMPUTER-COMMUNICATION NETWORKS]: Archi-
tecture and Design; Network Protocols; Distributed Systems

Keywords
ICN; NDN; CCN; information-centric networks; congestion con-
trol; transport; multipath flows; flow fairness; RCP

1. INTRODUCTION
Information-Centric Networking [1] is a new network architec-

ture that differs radically from IP. The question of how ICN net-
works achieve congestion control is one of many that must be re-
solved if ICN is to be successful.
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An initial question is whether ICN congestion control should be
window-based or rate-based. Window-based congestion control,
such as is used by TCP (e.g. [2]), allows a window of outstand-
ing packets which grows and shrinks in response to the absence
or presence of congestion indications. Rate-based congestion con-
trol, such as used by RCP [3], gives endpoints a sending rate that
is increased or decreased based on the absence or presence of con-
gestion. The relative characteristics of the two approaches are a
standard topic in Networking textbooks.

The success of TCP/IP, the decades of deployment, and the ex-
tensive research into multiple generations of TCP congestion con-
trol schemes make a windowing approach a natural candidate for
ICN congestion control (e.g. [4], [5], [6]) Nevertheless, this pa-
per investigates a rate-based alternative for ICN congestion control.
Several observations led us to explore this approach.

First, the differences between ICN and IP mean the best ap-
proaches may differ. In particular:

• ICN’s Interest/Data exchange is receiver-driven. Thus, in an
overload situation, congestion control must affect the behav-
ior of the requester of the data, not the producer whose Data
messages are the proximate cause of the overload.

• As a consequence of ICN’s stateful forwarding, the Interest’s
upstream path and the corresponding Data message’s down-
stream path are symmetric. This allows rate feedback state
to aggregate well on the downstream path.

• ICN networks may use in-network caching, which affects
where Data is pulled from, even on a message-by-message
basis.

• Several interlocking ICN properties (the absence of address-
based sessions, more robust delivery of Nacks, tolerance for
out-of-order delivery, quick suppression of looping packets
due to stateful forwarding) all support the possibility that
ICN flows may be able to derive significant benefit from mul-
tipath.

Second, TCP congestion control is imperfect and still evolving
in spite of considerable investment over decades, as shown by a
random sample ( [2], [7], [8], [9], [10]) among countless recent
papers. Only a subset of this research is specific to window-based
congestion control, but clearly this is not a solved problem.

Third, the overwhelming installed base of mature window-based
TCP/IP flow control and the requirement to be friendly to these
flows likely prevents the deployment of alternate schemes regard-
less of technical tradeoffs, which in turn prevents such alternate
schemes from evolving and improving over time.
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Multipath rate based schemes practical

¨ We can learn multiple paths and maintain rate for 
each active path:

¨ We can steer packets explicitly onto paths
¤ This allows proportional traffic splitting over paths
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ABSTRACT
ICN communication is inherently multipath and potentially multi-
destination. Content Centric and Named Data Networks at present
do not offer a mechanism to direct traffic onto a specific path in mul-
tipath or a specific destination in a multi-destination environment,
because the forwarding plane multiplexes packets across nexthops
dynamically. This makes it challenging to provide practical multi-
path traceroute and ping applications, or implement multipath-aware
congestion control, traffic engineering or SDN solutions. The sym-
metry of forward and reverse paths in Content Centric and Named
Data Networks allows one to compute an end-to-end path label in a
Data message on the reverse path and subsequently use this label to
forward an Interest message through a specific nexthop. ICN Path
Switching is a method of high-speed Interest forwarding in Content
Centric and Named Data networks based on exact matching of a nex-
thop label retrieved from the Interest’s path label against a nexthop
ID in the ICN Forwarder’s Adjacency database. ICN Path Switching
maintains all major characteristics of CCN / NDN architectures, such
as multicasting, caching, flow balance, etc. Simulations demonstrate
that path labels are consistent with ICN control plane routing state
in the presence of route updates. Analysis of ICN Path Switching
with regards to Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) and Segment
Routing architectures suggests that it offers similar advantages at
lower complexity with the potential to simplify network operations.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks! Network protocol design;

KEYWORDS
ICN; NDN; CCN; high-speed forwarding; traffic engineering; transi-
tion; co-existence; MPLS; source routing;

1 INTRODUCTION
Content Centric Networking (CCN) and Named Data Networking
(NDN) are two similar general-purpose, information-centric network
(ICN) architectures [9, 14]. ICN’s Interest/Data exchange is receiver-
driven, with a consumer (receiver) endpoint requesting Data that
is provided by a producer endpoint. As a consequence of ICN’s
stateful forwarding, the Interest’s forward (upstream) path and the
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corresponding Data message’s reverse (downstream) path are sym-
metric. ICN communication is inherently multipath and potentially
multi-destination, because an ICN Interest message can be forwarded
towards the producer application or cache. In regards to packet for-
warding, FIB lookups of the same Interest name in the ICN forwarder
may result in multiple Interest message being forwarded over dif-
ferent nexthops. This contrasts with the forwarding behavior of IP
networks where all packets of the same flow are forwarded to the
same interface1 in the absence of changes in the control (routing)
plane. This dynamic behavior makes it difficult to direct traffic over
a specific network path in ICN.

One important open question is how to exploit ICN’s multipath
capabilities, including how to couple multipath routing/forwarding
with associated network objectives including:

• Ability to discover, monitor and troubleshoot multipath
network connectivity based on names and name prefixes
(somewhat analogous to IP traceroute and ping, or MPLS
tree trace [13]).

• Ability to accurately measure network performance, which
generally requires multiple packets follow the same path
under control of an application.

• Deliver congestion control that provides fairness and maxi-
mized network utilization. For instance, allocating resources
for consumers / flows when each consumer / flow may have
multiple paths to the requested content source (of which
there may be multiple instances), each consumer/flow is
assured to have a fair share of the network resources, and
network utility is maximized.

One approach to this ICN challenge is to try to make multi-path
entirely the responsibility of ICN forwarders, with no role for the
endpoint consumers. Looking at the network objectives, however,
this is difficult.

By not exposing path information to the consumers (both report-
ing path information to consumers and allowing consumers to use
path information to explicitly “steer” packets), diagnostic capabili-
ties similar to traceroute and ping become very difficult to perform.

Network-only approaches either using virtual-circuit style for-
warding, or keeping local state about prior packet transmissions
in order to properly allocate new packets to paths are known to
be complicated, not scale well, and do not give consumers enough
information to accurately control their rate of transmission.

This paper presents techniques of Path Discovery and Path Steer-
ing in ICN networks that are enabled by the symmetry of forward and
reverse paths in CCN / NDN networks. Path discovery is achieved by
a consumer endpoint transmitting an ordinary Interest message and
receiving a Content (Data) message containing an end-to-end path
label constructed on the reverse path by the forwarding plane. Path

1or alternative equivalent interfaces in the case of Equal-cost Multipath splitting



This rosy picture does have a few limitations
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¨ From Interest arrival, you actually don’t know how big a Data packet will 
come back, only that it will be at most one
¤ Some ways to fix this, (e.g. consumer often knows and can say so in the Interest) 

but they haven’t been tried
¤ Ratio of Interest size to Data size affects efficiency – how much capacity for 

Interests on reverse link?
¨ No Magic for some universal congestion control complications:

¤ End-to-end RTT uncertainty can be quite large – how pessimistic should we be? 
Long interest lifetimes make this even trickier.

¤ If link rate changes faster than the link RTT (e.g. wireless) shaping errors will 
occur



Not everything we tried worked out
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¨ Congestion signaling hop-by-hop should make in-network 
retransmission attractive, but experiments seem to show it causes more 
problems than it solves
¤ Inflates RTT artificially – consumer can’t tell what part of RTT is 

propagation, accumulated queuing delay on successful path, versus delay 
via retransmission retries.

¤ This also could be fixed,  but at possibly significant complexity cost.



Some lessons about ICN Congestion Control
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Lesson 1: Congestion Control research is not a 
project, it’s a career

Lesson 2: If you’ve paid the (high) price of per-
packet state in the network, you should 
leverage it as much as possible

Lesson 3: None of this magically satisfies QoS 
fantasies, but it does protect the network 
from overload and can be made fair



Interaction Models
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Interaction Models various applications use
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¨ Content fetch
¤ Been there, done that…

¨ Synchronize shared data
¤ Variety of Sync protocols developed for NDN, but 

not a ”solved problem” yet
¨ Publish/Subscribe
¨ Remote Invocation (aka RPC) & Distributed 

Computations
¤ Some useful early research through NFN and NfaaS
¤ More recent work with RICE, CFN, and RF

¨ Restful Transactions (aka web)

This is w
hat I’ll t

alk about here

I’ll ta
lk a bit about this later



Computations are different from fetching data
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¨ Need to deal with different timescales
¤ Computations can run for many network RTTs
¤ Long Interest Lifetimes suck – too much state and not 

robust against network failures
¨ Input Data matters – do you Push it? 

¤ Too much unsolicited data screws up congestion control
¨ Do you trust the caller? 

¤ Proving identity via request sacrifices consumer 
anonymity

¨ Most interactions need more than a two-way 
handshake to avoid expensive retries to ascertain if 
something worked.



Evolution of research into ICN for Distributed 
Computing: RICE, CFN, and RF
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¨ RICE (ICN’18) addressed
¤ Avoiding big request messages
¤ Separating computation initiation from result delivery
¤ Client authorization without losing anonymity to the network
¤ Clean support of both idempotent and non-idempotent functions

¨ Compute First Networking (ICN’19) addressed
¤ How to name computations and generate the interaction procedure directly from 

application code
¤ How to orchestrate the placement of functions with Name-based routing

¨ Reflexive Forwarding (ICNRG Draft’22) cleans up and generalizes the 
handshake protocol machinery that RICE had hacked together
¤ Lighter weight state management using “PIT Tokens”
¤ Cleaner naming convention for the Interests going from producer to consumer
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ABSTRACT
Information Centric Networking has been proposed as a new net-
work layer for the Internet, capable of encompassing the full range
of networking facilities provided by the current IP architecture. In
addition to the obvious content-fetching use cases which have been
the subject of a large body of work, ICN has also shown promise as
a substrate to e�ectively support remote computation, both pure
functional programming (as exempli�ed by Named Function Net-
working) and more general remote invocation models such as RPC
and web transactions. Providing a uni�ed remote computation ca-
pability in ICN presents some unique challenges, among which
are timer management, client authorization, and binding to state
held by servers, while maintaining the advantages of ICN proto-
col designs like CCN and NDN. In this paper we present a uni�ed
approach to remote function invocation in ICN that exploits the at-
tractive ICN properties of name-based routing, receiver-driven �ow
and congestion control, �ow balance, and object-oriented security
while presenting a natural programming model to the application
developer.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Much of today’s network tra�c consists of data sent for processing
to the cloud and web-servers exchanging high volumes of dynam-
ically generated content. While today’s ICN networks can deal
e�ciently with static data delivery, they have di�culty handling
service/function invocation [24]. In view of these limitations, mul-
tiple works have recently tried to extend ICN’s capabilities to deal
with dynamic content.

Notable among these e�orts, Named Function Networking (NFN)
[29] and Named Function as a Service (NFaaS) [17] extend ICN’s
named data access model to a remote function invocation capability,
enabling consumers to request the network to execute functions
remotely. In NFN [29], for instance, function invocation corresponds
to independent computational processes, evaluated as expressions
in a functional programming model.

ICN provides several attractive bene�ts compared to remote invo-
cation over current network protocol stacks (e.g. CORBA, RESTful
HTTP[11]). Name-based routing allows the network to optimise
the placement of computations with automatic load distribution
and failure resiliency. The built-in object-based security of ICN
frees application designers from the need to craft custom solutions
in the common cases where channel security alone is insu�cient.
Short-term caching brings latency bene�ts under transient error
conditions and mobility events, while long-term caching can sub-
stantially reduce server load for referentially transparent computa-
tions.

There have been several approaches for integrating computation
with ICN, as we discuss in more detail in Section 2. However, when
using them to realize real-world applications like web-style inter-
actions, several additional aspects beyond the fundamental Named
Function invocation concept need to be addressed:

Consumer authentication and authorization: a producer
should not blindly answer any consumer request. In basic
ICN, this protection is provided by cryptographic data object
integrity and encryption, i.e., only authorized consumers are
able to decrypt a received data object. In a Named Function
Networking environment, the computation may be an expen-
sive operation, so just relying on encryption and performing
computations without validating consumer authorization
may critically impede scalability of the whole approach.

Parameter passing: Remote function execution typically re-
quires a set of input parameters/arguments. In dynamic web
content creation for example, the volume of such parame-
ters (in bytes) can easily surpass the volume of the actual
returned data objects [24]. Adding larger sets of parameters
to Interest messages can introduce additional unsolicited
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ABSTRACT
Modern distributed computing frameworks and domain-speci�c
languages provide a convenient and robust way to structure large
distributed applications and deploy them on either data center or
edge computing environments. The current systems su�er how-
ever from the need for a complex underlay of services to allow
them to run e�ectively on existing Internet protocols. These ser-
vices include centralized schedulers, DNS-based name translation,
stateful load balancers, and heavy-weight transport protocols. In
contrast, ICN-oriented remote invocation methodologies provide
an attractive match for current distributed programming languages
by supporting both functional programming and stateful objects
such as Actors. In this paper we design a computation graph rep-
resentation for distributed programs, realize it using Con�ict-free
Replicated Data Types (CRDTs) as the underlying data structures,
and employ RICE (Remote Method Invocation for ICN) as the exe-
cution environment. We show using NDNSim simulations that it
provides attractive bene�ts in simplicity, performance, and failure
resilience.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Domain-speci�c distributed computing languages like LASP[17]
have gained popularity for their ability to simply express complex
distributed applications like replicated key-value stores and con-
sensus algorithms. Associated with these languages are execution
frameworks like Sapphire[32] and Ray[18] that deal with imple-
mentation and deployment issues such as execution scheduling,
layering on the network protocol stack, and auto-scaling to match
changing workloads. These systems, while elegant and generally
exhibiting high performance, are hampered by the daunting com-
plexity hidden in the underlay of services that allow them to run
e�ectively on existing Internet protocols. These services include
centralized schedulers, DNS-based name translation, stateful load
balancers, and heavy-weight transport protocols.

We claim that, especially for compute functions in the network,
it is bene�cial to design distributed computing systems in a way
that allows for a joint optimization of computing and networking
resources by aiming for a tighter integration of computing and net-
working. For example, leveraging knowledge about data location,
available network paths and dynamic network performance can
improve system performance and resilience signi�cantly, especially
in the presence of dynamic, unpredictable workload changes.

The above goals, we believe, can be met through an alternative
approach to network and transport protocols: adopting Information-
Centric Networking as the paradigm. ICN, conceived as a networking
architecture based on the principle of accessing named data, and
speci�c systems such as NDN[33] and CCNx[2] have accommo-
dated distributed computation through the addition of support for
remote function invocation [6, 10, 11, 29] and distributed data set
synchronization schemes such as PSync [34].

Introducing Compute First Networking (CFN) We propose
CFN, a distributed computing environment that provides a general-
purpose programming platform with support for both stateless
functions and stateful actors. CFN can lay out compute graphs
over the available computing platforms in a network to perform
�exible load management and performance optimizations, taking
into account function/actor location and data location, as well as
platform load and network performance.

Use Case - Health Screening SystemWe present a simple air-
port health screening system as a motivating use case for our frame-
work. Such a system can be deployed using simple microphones or
commodity mobile phones to detect people with highly-infectious
pulmonary diseases before they board a plane [24]. Pulmonary
ailments, including tuberculosis, cystic �brosis, lower respiratory
infection and over a hundred others [9], account for four of the
top ten causes for death worldwide and coughing is a symptom of
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AbstractAbstract
Current Information-Centric Networking protocols such as CCNx and NDN have a wide range of useful applications in content
retrieval and other scenarios that depend only on a robust two-way exchange in the form of a request and response (represented by
an Interest-Data exchange in the case of the two protocols noted above). A number of important applications however, require
placing large amounts of data in the Interest message, and/or more than one two-way handshake. While these can be accomplished
using independent Interest-Data exchanges by reversing the roles of consumer and producer, such approaches can be both clumsy
for applications and problematic from a state management, congestion control, or security standpoint. This specification proposes a
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independent Interest-Data exchanges for such applications. It updates RFC8569 and RFC8609.
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Phone-Home scenario:Phone-Home scenario:

Peer state synchronization:Peer state synchronization:

1. 1. IntroductionIntroduction
Current ICN protocols such as  and  have a wide range of useful applications in content retrieval and
other scenarios that depend only on a robust two-way exchange in the form of a request and response. These ICN architectures use
the terms "consumer" and "producer" for the respective roles of the requester and the responder, and the protocols directly capture
the mechanics of the two-way exchange through the "Interest message" carrying the request, and the "Data message" carrying the
response. Through these constructs, the protocols are heavily biased toward a pure pull-based interaction model where requests
are small (carrying little or no user-supplied data other than the name of the requested data object), and responses are relatively
large - up to an architecture-defined maximum transmission unit (MTU) on the order of kilobytes or tens of kilobytes.

A number of important applications however require interaction models more complex than individual request/response
interactions in the same direction (i.e. between the same consumer and one or more producers). Among these we identify three
important classes which are the target of the proposed enhancements defined in this specification. These are described in the
following paragraphs.

When invoking a remote method, it is common for the method to require
arguments supplied by the caller. In conventional TCP/IP style protocols like CORBA or HTTP "Post", these are pushed to the
server as part of the message or messages that comprise the request. In ICN-style protocols there is an unattractive choice
between inflating the request initiation with pushed arguments, or arranging to have one or more independent
request/response pairs in the opposite direction for the server to fetch the arguments. Both of these approaches have
substantial disadvantages. Recently, a viable alternative emerged through the work on  which pioneered the main
design elements proposed in this specification.

Applications in sensing, Internet-of-things (IoT) and other types where data is produced unpredictably
and needs to be pushed somewhere create a conundrum for the pure pull-based architectures considered here. If instead one
eschews relaxing the size asymmetry between requests and responses, some additional protocol machinery is needed. Earlier
e!orts in the ICN community have recognized this issue and designed methods to provoke a cooperating element to issue a
request to return the data the originator desires to push, essentially "phoning home" to get the responder to fetch the data. One
that has been explored to some extent is the Interest-Interest-Data exchange , where an Interest is sent
containing the desired request as encapsulated data. CCNx-1.0 Bidirectional Streams  are also based on a scheme
where an Interest is used to signal a name prefix that a consumer has registered for receiving Interests from a peer in a
bidirectional streaming session.

A large class of applications, typified by those built on top of reliable order-preserving transport
protocols, require initial state synchronization between the peers. This is accomplished with a three-way (or longer) handshake,
since employing a two-way handshake as provided in the existing NDN and CCNx protocols exposes a number of well-know
hazards, such as half-open connections. When attempted for security-related operations such as key exchange, additional
hazards such as man-in-the-middle attacks become trivial to mount. Existing alternatives, similar to those used in the two
examples above, instead utilize either overlapping Interest-Data exchanges in opposite directions (resulting in a four-way
handshake) or by adding initialization data to the initial request and employing an Interest-Interest-Data protocol extension as
noted in the Phone-home scenarios above.

All of the above application interaction models present interesting challenges, as neither relaxing the architecture to support
pushing large amounts of data, nor introducing substantial complexities through multiple independent Interest-Data exchanges is
an attractive approach. The following subsections provide further background and justification for why push and/or independent
exchanges are problematical.

CCNx [RFC8569] NDN [NDN]

RICE [Krol2018]

[Carzaniga2011]
[Mosko2017]

1.1. 1.1. Problems with pushing dataProblems with pushing data
There are two substantial problems with the simple approach of just allowing arbitrary amounts of data to be included with
requests. These are:

1. In ICN protocols such as NDN and CCNx, Interest messages are intended to be small, on the order the size of a TCP ACK, as
opposed to the size of a TCP data segment. This is because the hop-by-hop congestion control and forwarder state
management requires Interest messages to be bu!ered in expectation of returning data, and possibly retransmitted hop-by-
hop as opposed to end-to-end. In addition, the need to create and manage state on a per-Interest basis is substantially
complicated if requests in Interest messages are larger than a Path MTU (PMTU) and need to be fragmented hop-by-hop.

2. If the payload data of a request is used for invoking a computation (as in the RMI case described above) then substantial
bandwidth can be wasted if the computation is either refused or abandoned for any number of reasons, including the requestor
failing an authorization check, or the responder not having su"cient resources to execute the associated computation.

These problems also exist in pure datagram transport protocols such as those used for legacy RMI applications like .
More usual are application protocols like HTTP(s) which rely on the TCP or QUIC 3-way handshake to establish a session and then
have congestion control and segmentation provided as part of the transport protocol, further allowing sessions to be rejected
before large amounts of data are transmitted or significant computational resources expended.

NFS [RFC7530]

1.2. 1.2. Problems with utilizing independent exchangesProblems with utilizing independent exchanges
In order to either complete a three-way handshake, or fetch data via a pull from the original requestor, the role of consumer and
producer need to be reversed and an Interest/Data exchange initiated in the direction opposite of the initiating exchange. When
done with an independent Interest/Data request and response, a number of complications ensue. Among them are:

3. The correlation between the exchanges in opposite directions must be maintained by both the consumer and the producer as
independent state, as opposed to being architecturally tied together as would be the case with a conventional 3-way handshake
finite state machine. While this can of course be accomplished with care by both parties, experience has shown that it is error
prone (for example see the checkered history of interactions between the  and )
protocols. When employed as the wrapper for a key management protocol such as with  state management
errors can be catastrophic for security.

1. The originating consumer needs to have a routable name prefix that can be used for the exchange. This means the consumer
must arrange to have its name prefix propagated in the ICN routing system with su"cient reach that the producer issuing the
interest can be assured it is routed appropriately. While some consumers are generally online and act as application servers,
justifying the maintenance of this routing information, many do not. Further, in mobile environments, a pure consumer that
does not need to have a routable name prefix can benefit from the inherent consumer mobility support in the CCNx and NDN
protocols. By requiring a routable name prefix, extra mobile routing machinery is needed, such as that proposed in 

 or .
KITE

[Zhang2018] MAPME [Auge2018]

2. The consumer name prefix in  above must be communicated to the producer as a payload, name su"x, or other field of
the initiating Interest message. Since this name in its entirety is chosen by the consumer, it is highly problematic from a security
standpoint, as it can recruit the producer to mount a reflection attack against the consumer's chosen victim.

item (1)

SIP [RFC3261] SDP O!er-Answer [RFC6337]
TLS [RFC8446]

[RFC2119]

3. 3. Overview of the Reflexive Forwarding designOverview of the Reflexive Forwarding design
This specification defines a Reflexive Forwarding extension to CCNx and NDN that avoids the problems enumerated in Sections 1.1
and 1.2. It straightforwardly exploits the hop-by-hop state and symmetric routing properties of the current protocols.

Figure 1 below illustrates a canonical NDN/CCNx forwarder with its conceptual data structures of the Content Store (CS), Pending
Interest Table (PIT) and Forwarding Information Base (FIB). The key observation involves the relation between the PIT and the FIB.
Upon arrival of an Interest, a PIT entry is created which contains state recording the incoming interface on which the Interest was
received on. If the Interest is not immediately satisfied by cached data in the CS, the forwarder looks up the name in the FIB to
ascertain the next-hop to propagate the Interest onward upstream toward the named producer. Therefore, a chain of forwarding
state is established during Interest forwarding that couples the PIT entries of the chain of forwarders together conceptually as
breadcrumbs. These are used to forward the returning Data Message over the inverse path through the chain of forwarders until
the Data message arrives at the originating consumer. The state in the PITs is unwound by destroying it as each PIT entry is satisfied.
This behavior is criticalcritical to the feasibility of the reflexive forwarding design we propose.

Given the above forwarding properties for Interests, it should be clear that while an Interest is outstanding and ultimately arrives at
a producer who can respond to it, there is su"cient state in the chain of forwarders to route not just a returning Data message, but
potentially another Interest directed through the inverse path to the unique consumer who issued the original Interest. (Section
10.1.3 describes how Interest aggregation of requests to the same target name from multiple consumers interacts with this
scheme.) The key question therefore is how to access this state in a way that it can be used to forward Interests.

In order to achieve this Reflexive Interest forwarding on the inverse path recorded in the PIT of each forwarder, we need a few
critical design elements:

1. The Reflexive Interest needs to have a Name. This name is what the originating consumer will use to match against the Data
object (or multiple Data objects - more on this later) that the producer may request by issuing the Reflexive Interest. This cannot
be just any name, but needs to essentially name the state already recorded in the PIT and not allow the consumer to
manufacture an arbitrary name and mount a reflection attack as pointed out in Section 1.2, Paragraph 2, Item 2.

3. There has to be coupling of the state between the originating Interest-Data exchange and the enclosed Reflexive Interest-Data
exchange at both the consumer and the producer. In our design, this is accomplished by the way reflexive interest names are
chosen.

The following sections provide the normative details on each of these design elements. The overall interaction flow for reflexive
forwarding is illustrated below in Figure 2.

Figure 1: ICN forwarder structure

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------+
 |                                                      ICN Node   |
 | Send data to all                                     ========   |
 | interfaces that                                                 |
 | requested it                                                    |
 |                  YES +------------------+                       |
<------------------------| Pending Interest |  <---------------------
 |              |       |    Table (PIT)   |               Data    |
 |              |       +------------------+  1) Find     (Signed) |
 |              | 2) Save         |              Name              |
 |              V    Data         | NO            in               |
 |   +---------------+            |              PIT?              |
 |   | Content Store |            |                                |
 |   |      (CS)     |            |                                |
 |   +---------------+            |                                |
 |                                |                                |
 |                                V                                |
 |                             Drop Data                           |
 |                                                                 |
 +-----------------------------------------------------------------+

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------+
 |                                                      ICN Node   |
 |                                                      ========   |
 |                                                                 |
 |                                           +====================+|
 |                                           |Forwarding Strategy ||
 |                                           +====================+|
 |                                                                 |
 |   1) Find name          2) Matching        3) Find matching     |
 |        in CS?              name in PIT?       entry in FIB?     |
 |                    NO                   NO                   YES|
 |  +---------------+   +----------------+   +-------------------+ |
 |  | Content Store |   |   Pending      |   |  Forwarding       | |
--->|      (CS)     |-->|   Interest     |-->|  Information Base |-->
 |  |               |   |   Table (PIT)  |   |     ( FIB)        | |
 |  +---------------+   +----------------+   +-------------------+ |
 | Return   | YES           YES | NO               NO |            |
 |  Data    |          Add      |   Add               |  Drop      |
 |          |          Incoming |   new               |   or       |
 |   <------|          Itf.     |   Interest          |  NACK      |
 |                              V                     V            |
 |                                                                 |
 +-----------------------------------------------------------------+

2. Each forwarder along the inverse path from producer to consumer must be able to forward the reflexive Interest towards the
direction of the Consumer, without relying on global routing information, as the Reflexive Name Prefixes are only valid while the
originating Interest/Data exchange state is present at the forwarders. Essential to this operation is the ability to access the PIT
entry associated with the original Interest message, since that contains the state necessary to identify the ingress face of the
original Interest, which is the unique (modulo aggregation) output face over which the Reflexive Interest needs to be forwarded.
The Name assigned by the consumer for Reflexive Name Prefix in theory is adequate to the task, but entails an expensive and
complicated lookup procedure. In order to make this lookup both simple and e"cient, we adopt an extended version of the
"PIT-Token" scheme pioneered by the high-speed . In this specification, we are using Forward
Direction PIT Tokens (FPTs) that nodes attach to forwarded Interests in the upstream direction, and Reverse Direction PIT Tokens
(RPTs) that nodes attach to Reflexive Interests (as well as regular Data messages) in the downstream direction. We describe the
specific processing requirements in more detail below.

NIST NDN forwarder [Shi2020]

Figure 2: Message Flow Overview

+-----------+              +-----------+               +-----------+
| Consumer  |              | Forwarder |               | Producer  |
+-----------+              +-----------+               +-----------+
      |                          |                           |
      | I1                       |                           |
      |------------------------->|                           |
      |           -------------\ |                           |
      |           | Record RNP |-|                           |
      |           | in PIT(I1) | |                           |
      |           |------------| |                           |
      |                          | --------------------\     |
      |                          |-| Add FPT to I1.FPT |     |
      |                          | |-------------------|     |
      |                          |                           |
      |                          | I1                        |
      |                          |-------------------------->|
      |                          |                           | ------------\
      |                          |                           |-| Check     |
      |                          |                           | | prefix,   |
      |                          |                           | | creating  |
      |                          |                           | | Reflexive |
      |                          |                           | | Interest  |
      |                          |                           | | state     |
      |                          |                           | |-----------|
      |                          |        -----------------\ |
      |                          |        | I1.FPT->I2.RPT |-|
      |                          |        |----------------| |
      |                          |                           |
      |                          |                       RI1 |
      |                          |<--------------------------|
      |                          | --------------------\     |
      |                          |-| use I2.RPTto find |     |
      |                          | | PIT(I1),          |     |
      |                          | | check match       |     |
      |                          | | of PIT(I1).RNP    |     |
      |                          | | create PIT(I2),   |     |
      |                          | | forward I2        |     |
      |                          | |-------------------|     |
      |------------------------\ |                           |
      || add I1.RPT and I2.FPT |-|                           |
      || to PIT(I2)            | |                           |
      ||-----------------------| |                           |
      |                          |                           |
      |                       I2 |                           |
      |<-------------------------|                           |
      |                          |                           |
      | D2 obj                   |                           |
      |------------------------->|                           |
      |------------------------\ |                           |
      || consume PIT(I2) entry |-|                           |
      || and forward D2        | |                           |
      ||-----------------------| |                           |
      |       -----------------\ |                           |
      |       | I2.FPT->D2.RPT |-|                           |
      |       |----------------| |                           |
      |                          | ------------------\       |
      |                          |-| satisfy PIT(I2) |       |
      |                          | |-----------------|       |
      |                          |                           |
      |                          | D2                        |
      |                          |-------------------------->|
      |                          |                           | -------------\
      |                          |                           |-| all        |
      |                          |                           | | parameters |
      |                          |                           | | received,  |
      |                          |                           | | answer I1  |
      |                          |                           | |------------|
      |                          |                           |
      |                          |                 D1 object |
      |                          |<--------------------------|
      |     -------------------\ |                           |
      |     | satisfy PIT(I1), |-|                           |
      |     | forward D1       | |                           |
      |     |------------------| |                           |
      |       -----------------\ |                           |
      |       | I1.FPT->D1.RPT |-|                           |
      |       |----------------| |                           |
      |                          |                           |
      |                       D1 |                           |
      |<-------------------------|                           |
      |                          |                           |

    Legend:
    I1: Interest #1 containing the Reflexive Name Prefix TLV
    RI: Reflexive Interest with Reflexive Name Prefix Component
    RNP: Reflexive Name Prefix
    FPT: Forward Direction PIT Token
    RPT: Reverse Direction PIT Token
    D1: Data message, answering initiating I1 Interest
    D2: Data message, answering RI

4. 4. Consumer Consumer OperationOperation
A consumer that wants to employ Reflexive Forwarding MUST create an Interest (I1) with a Reflexive Name Prefix (RNP) TLV that is
used by the producer when issuing Reflexive Interests (RI) back to the consumer. Upon receiving a Reflexive Interest (e.g. RI1 in
Figure 2) from a Producer in response to the Interest whose first name component is the RNP supplied earlier, the consumer
SHOULD perform a name match against the object specified in the Reflexive Name, and return that object to the producer in a
conventional Data message, (e.g. D2 in Figure 2).

5. 5. Naming of Reflexive InterestsNaming of Reflexive Interests
A consumer may have one or more objects for the producer to fetch, and therefore needs to communicate enough information in
its initial Interest to allow the producer to construct properly formed Reflexive Interest names. For some applications the set of full
names (see ) is known a priori, for example through compile time bindings of arguments in
interface definitions or by the architectural definition of a simple sensor reading. In other cases, the full names of the individual
objects must be communicated in the original Interest message.

We define a new typed name component, identified by a registered name component type in the IANA registry for . We
call this the Reflexive Interest Name Component type. It MUST be the first (i.e. high order) name component of any Reflexive
Interest issued by a producer. Its value is a random 128 bit quantity, assigned by the consumer, which provides the entropy required
to uniquely identify the issuing consumer for the duration of any outstanding Interest-Data exchange. We suggest using a UUID as
specified in  but any scheme that meets the randomness and entropy requirements can su"ce. The consumer SHOULD
choose a di!erent random value for each Interest message it constructs because:

1. If there is insu"cient randomness, a name collision on the Reflexive Names could occur at any of the intermediate forwarders
which would result in the same mutability problems generated by poor name selection in other contexts; and

2. Re-use of the same reflexive interest name over multiple interactions might reveal linkability information that could be used by
surveillance adversaries for tracking purposes.

This initial name component is either communicated by itself through a Reflexive Name Prefix TLV in the originating Interest, or
prepended to any object names the consumer wishes the producer to fetch explicitly where there is more than one object needed
by the producer for the current Interest-Data interaction. There are four cases to consider:

2. A single reflexive name prefix out of which the producer can (by application-specific means) construct a number of fullnames of
the objects it may want to fetch.

3. The reflexive fullname of a  enumerating the su"xes that may be used by the producer to
construct the necessary names. We distinguish this from the single object fetch in  above because the use of a Manifest
implies multiple reflexive Interest/Data exchanges with the consumer.

4. Multiple reflexive name TLVs MAY be included in the Interest message if none of the above 3 options covers the desired use
case.

The last of the four options above, while not explicitly outlawed, SHOULD NOT be used. This is because it results in a longer Interest
message and requires extra FIB resources. Hence, it is more likely a forwarder will reject the Interest for lack of resources. A
forwarder MAY optimize for the case of a single Reflexive Name TLV at the expense of those with more than one.

A producer, upon receiving an Interest with one or more Reflexive Name TLVs, may decide it needs to retrieve the associated data
object(s). It therefore can issue one or more Reflexive Interests by appending the necessary name components needed to form valid
full names of the associated objects present at the originating consumer. These in fact comprise conventional Interest-Data
exchanges, with no alteration of the usual semantics with regard to signatures, caching, expiration, etc. When the producer has
retrieved the required objects to complete the original Interest-Data exchange, it can issue its Data response, which unwinds all the
established state at the producer, the consumer, and the intermediate forwarders.

the ICN Terminology RFC [RFC8793]

[RFC8569]

[RFC4122]

1. The reflexive fullname of a single object to fetch.

FLIC Manifest [I-D.irtf-icnrg-flic]
case (1)

6. 6. Producer OperationProducer Operation
A producer that has received an Interest with a Reflexive Name Prefix (RNP) MUST store the supplied RNP and the Forward PIT
Token (FPT) from the received Interest for subsequent (optional, depending on application semantics) Reflexive Interest sending.

When sending a Reflexive Interest back to the consumer, the producer MUST construct a corresponding Interest name based on the
RNP and insert the received Forward PIT Token (FPT) as the Reverse PIT Token (RPT) TLV in the reflexive Interest.

7. 7. Forwarder OperationForwarder Operation
The forwarder operation for CCNx and/or NDN is changed in the following respects when supporting Reflexive Interests. The
requirements are slightly di!erent for a simple forwarder meeting the mandatory aspects of the specification, versus a forwarder
designed for high-performance, as discussed later in Section 10.1.1. The main di!erences are in how PIT lookups are done, and
whether the forwarder only does the steps necessary to process the PIT Tokens supplied by upstream and downstream forwarders,
or whether it also generates and processes its own PIT Tokens.

1. Upon receiving an Interest containing a Reflexive Name Prefix (RNP) TLV the forwarder MUST record the RNP as an element of
the PIT entry for that Interest. (For interactions with Interest aggregation, also see Section 10.1.3).

2. When forwarding an Interest with a Reflexive Name Prefix (RNP) TLV, the forwarder MAY generate a Forward PIT Token (FPT)
and append it to the forwarded Interest to be processed by the next hop.

3. If an Interest contains a Reverse PIT Token (RPT), the forwarder MAY use that value to access the corresponding PIT entry, or do
a direct lookup based on the Reflexive Interest Name Prefix.

4. The forwarders MUST check that the high-order Name component of the Interest is of type RNP. If not, while this could strictly
speaking be considered an error, the forwarder SHOULD simply process the Interest as a normal non-reflexive Interest and skip
the steps below. A match indicates that this is a Reflexive Interest corresponding to the original consumer to producer Interest,
so execute the following steps.

5. Create a new PIT entry for the Reflexive Interest (if resources are su"cient). Also, see Section 10.1.1 for how PIT sharding
interacts with the location and creation of PIT entries on high-speed forwarders.

6. Record the Forward PIT-Token (FPT), if any, in this PIT entry, as would be done for any received Interest containing an FTP TLV.

7. Look up the ingress face from the originating Interest's PIT entry, forward the Reflexive Interest on this face, with the following
changes:

Append the the RPT from the ingress face information of the original Interest's PIT entry, if any

If the downstream forwarder desires the upstream forwarder to supply an RPT in any returning Data Packet for this Reflexive
interest, optionally append a FPT TLV to the Interest.

The PIT entry for the Reflexive Interest is consumed per regular Interest/Data message forwarding requirements. The PIT entry for
the originating Interest (that communicated the Reflexive Interest Name) is also consumed by a final Data message from the
producer to the original consumer.

7.1. 7.1. Forwarder algorithms in pseudocodeForwarder algorithms in pseudocode
This section provides some pseudocode examples to further explain the details of forwarder operation. It has separate code paths
for minimal forwarder operations and those needed by high-performance forwarders as is further discussed in Section 10.1.1.

7.1.1. 7.1.1. Processing of a normal Interest containing a Reflexive Name Prefix TLVProcessing of a normal Interest containing a Reflexive Name Prefix TLV

7.1.2. 7.1.2. Processing of a Reflexive InterestProcessing of a Reflexive Interest

Create PIT entry for Interest;
IF interest contains FPT
    Record FPT along with ingress face to use as RPT later;
    Record RNP in PIT entry;
EITHER
    Create entry in an RNP look-aside table with RNP value;
OR
    Generate a FPT for this PIT entry and add to Interest;
Forward Interest upstream;

IF Interest contains an RPT
    use RPT to lookup up PIT entry for original interest;
ELSE
    Use RNP of Interest's Name TLV to lookup original Interest PIT entry;

IF PIT entry of original Interest not is found
    Issue an Interest Return with "No Route" error back to the producer;
    RETURN;
ELSE
    Create PIT entry for Reflexive Interest;

IF RNP of Reflexive Interest matches RNP in PIT entry
    BEGIN
    Extract FPT from Original Interest PIT entry (if any);
    Add FPT to Reflexive interest as RPT for downstream forwarder;
    Optionally, generate and add FPT for the Reflexive Interest for returning Data
    END;
ELSE
    Process as a normal Interest;

8. 8. State coupling between producer and consumerState coupling between producer and consumer
A consumer that wishes to use this scheme MUST utilize one of the reflexive naming options defined in Section 5 and include it in
the corresponding Interest message. The Reflexive Name TLV and the full name of the requested data object (that identifies the
producer) identify the common state shared by the consumer and the producer. When the producer responds by sending Interests
with the Reflexive Name Prefix, the original consumer therefore has su"cient information to map these Interests to the ongoing
Interest-Data exchange.

The exchange is finished when the producer who received the original Interest message responds with a Data message (or an
Interest Return message in the case of error) answering the original Interest. After sending this Data message, the producer
SHOULD destroy the corresponding shared state. It MAY decide to use a timer that will trigger a later state destruction. After
receiving this Data message, the originating consumer MUST destroy the corresponding Interest-Data exchange state.

9.1. 9.1. Achieving Remote Method Invocation with Reflexive InterestsAchieving Remote Method Invocation with Reflexive Interests
RICE (Remote Method Invocation in ICN)  used a similar Reflexive Interest Forwarding scheme that inspired the design
specified in this document (similar to the original design captured in Appendix A.1).

In RICE, the original Interest denotes the remote method (plus potential parameters) to be invoked at a producer (server). Before
committing any computing resources, the server can then request authentication credentials and (optional) parameters using
reflexive Interest-Data exchanges.

When the server has obtained the necessary credentials and input parameters, it can decide to commit computing resources, starts
the compute process, and returns a handle ("Thunk") in the final Data message to the original consumer (client).

The client would later request the computation results using a regular Interest-Data exchange (outside the Reflexive-Interest
transaction), using the Thunk as a name for the computation result.

Figure 3 depicts an abstract message diagram for RICE. In addition to the 4-way Reflexive Forwarding Handshake (see Figure 2 for
the details of the interaction), RICE adds another (standard) ICN Interest/Data exchange for transmitting the RMI result. The Thunk
name is provided to the consumer in the D1 DATA message (answering the initial I1 Interest).

[Krol2018]

+-----------+              +-----------+
| Consumer  |              | Producer  |
+-----------+              +-----------+
      |                          |
      | I1                       |
      |------------------------->|
      |                          | ---------------------\
      |                          |-| Requesting request |
      |                          | | parameters         |
      |                          | | and credentials    |
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Some Lessons learned from working on distributed 
computing with ICN 
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Lesson 1: Content fetch with two-way handshakes is a 
poor match for doing distributed 
computations.

Lesson 2: Extensions to the base protocols can give a 
flexible underpinning for multiple 
interaction models



We have two “extreme” data points in the design 
space to learn from
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If you only care about the Network part, look at hICN:
¨ Use IPv6 packets and steal bits from transport for demux

¤ No fancy naming
¤ No object security built in

¨ Get most of the nice routing, forwarding & Congestion 
control properties of NDN and CCNx

Information-centric
¨ Naming forms (hierarchy, graph, 

attribute-based)
¨ Namespace design
¨ Named object integrity and 

confidentiality
¨ Trust schemata & Provenance
¨ Interaction of consumers & producers of 

data

Networking
¨ Routing
¨ Forwarding
¨ Congestion Control
¨ Mobility
¨ Security of network devices
¨ DDoS prevention/mitigation
¨ Privacy against surveillance of network 

traffic

If you only care about the Information-centric part, look at 
OSCORE:
¨ Hierarchical naming, Secure objects, Web-like semantics
¨ But no help from the network

¤ Need proxies and L7 caches
¤ Interactions tied to transactions rather than objects themselves



What can we learn from our prior research to 
guide future research? 

Are the lessons good ones?

Looking Ahead



What belongs in which Layers?
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Explore the tradeoffs between doing 
things at the application layer 
versus pushing functionality down, 
perhaps to L2 as well as L3.

¨ Experimentation with APIs seems central to 
answering this question

¨ As are choosing the right metrics: flexibility, 
throughput, latency, resilience



Application design & Interaction models
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Can we have a “narrow waist” that 
works well for multiple Interaction 
models?
¨ We know it works for content fetch
¨ What about:

¤ Sync
¤ RPC / Distributed Computing
¤ Restful Web transactions
¤ Pub/Sub

¨ Is the multi-way handshake machinery of Reflexive 
Forwarding adequate (or right) or do we need something 
else?



Yes, Congestion Control still appeals
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Congestion control is a perennial 
area with many subtle issues to 
work on

¨ How much to trust applications to respond to 
congestion signals (or packet drops) versus 
enforcement by network protocols

¨ Multipath congestion control is still ripe for 
improvements

¨ Dare I say it? QoS machinery for ICN.



Computing in the Network?
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Should we instantiate transport 
functions and knowledge of 
interaction models in network devices 
(ala COIN)?

¨ What ICN functions might belong in switches? What 
can be done in the face of the constrained 
programming model?

¨ Do we even need this? Why can’t everything be 
done in servers?



Is multi-destination delivery a winner in practice?
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IP Multicast hasn’t been a raging 
success. Is the same true for multi-
destination delivery in ICN?

¨ ICN multi-destination delivery seems a big win. 
Can we convincingly demonstrate that?

¨ On the other hand, Interest Multicast (for things 
like Sync interactions) seems to suffer from the 
same pathologies as IP multicast. Can this be 
overcome?



Summing up the lessons
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Information-centric networking (ICN) is an approach to networking that focuses on 
the distribution and management of information, rather than on the distribution of 
packets. ICN has been the subject of extensive research over the past ten years, 
and a number of lessons have been learned from this research. 
One of the key benefits of ICN is that it can improve the efficiency of content 
delivery. In particular, ICN can reduce the amount of bandwidth that is required for 
content delivery, and can also improve the performance of content delivery. 
ICN can also improve the security of content delivery. In particular, ICN can help to 
protect against attacks that exploit vulnerabilities in the network infrastructure. ICN 
can also help to improve the privacy of content delivery. In particular, ICN can help 
to protect the privacy of users by preventing third-party observers from tracking 
the activities of users. 
ICN can also help to improve the scalability of content delivery. In particular, ICN 
can help to improve the scalability of content delivery by allowing content to be 
cached closer to the users who need it. 



Let’s try again…
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¨ How can the networking insights we’ve gained from ICN protocols inform the 
construction of Information Centric systems and applications?
¤ Whether and how to utilize name-based routing to achieve robustness and 

performance scaling for distributed applications?
¤ Where does caching help or not help and how to best utilize caches?
¤ Does pushing Names down to lower layers help latency? Resilience? Fairness?

¨ How can the insights we’ve gained from applying Information Centricity in 
applications inform what we bother to change the network to do, and what not?
¤ Do things like multipath forwarding, in-network retransmission, or reflexive forwarding 

actually enable applications that are hard or infeasible to do without them?
¤ Is there a big win for wireless networks in terms of optimizing a scarce resource or 

having more robust and responsive mobility characteristics?



Revisiting the Punchline
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ICN is
Information-centric ∪ Networking

not
Information-centric ∩ Networking
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Thanks for Listening!!*

*Most photos are not real – they were generated by DALL-E 2 - can you guess which?
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things to get across, and many great suggestions


